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Parn.?zon?ml d a t a  h a ~ r e  largely beoz silently 
przssed oum i u  seriurcs arzthmpologicnl tuork . .  . . 
This is dq>l,lornbl~, for zc!Aether ?loli. acccpl llle-i~ 
?ral i ty o r  ?lot they slmuld be discussed. c~?zd. et~alzr- 
nted. 

h e  Hultkraltz 

at have been the most controversial issues in 
the study of shamanisnl? Two stand out espe- 

cially: The psycl~ological healt.11 o'f sh<mans. and the 
poss ibleus~ of parapsychological abilities by then,. 

The psycllological health of shanians has been 
much debated. Practitioners we;e k t  demo~ized 
as. for exanlple, "people of evil custom who ... serve 
the devil to  deceive their neghbours,"' and later 
pathologized, for esample as " . . .a  severe neurotic and 
even as a p s v c h o t i ~ . ' ~  ~ o r t u n a t ~ l y .  such views have 
no\%. collapsed under the cun~ulative weght of field. 
comparative, and psychometric studies, coupled with 
greater awareness of the dangers of ethnocer~tric, 

I cognicentric! and psychoanalytic biases. Several re- 
riews of the llistop~ of this debate and of the currenl 
understandmg of the health of shamans are avail- 
able?-' 

I However, n longstanding controversy rhat con- 

I tinues unabated concerns the ehstence and possible 

I role of psi (jxirapsychological process) in sh,m~anic 
diagl~osis, divination. and Ilealing. Three interprets- 

lions prevail. Traditional shamans believe that the 
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~.virnm forces they invoke are spiritual. There are 
t1r.o r e v  different and vew controversial Western in- 
~erprerations of thus belief. One conunon interpret.?. 
tion, especially anlong academics, has been to see the 
belief as a classic esample of "niagical" th-. The 
other interprehtion is that shan~anjc diagnosis and 
h e w  reflect, in part, the operation of parmormal, 
psychic abilities. 

The Debate 
If you make the mistake o f \ v a h q  illto a group 

of scientists and announcing that you believe in para- 
psycholoa: t.hree things ~~~ qqlckly become clear. 
First: most scientists, like most of the public. hold 
very strong opinjons on the topic. Second? despite 
these strong opinions, they h ~ o w  very little about the 
relevant research. Third, parapsychology is, to put it. 
11dd1y. n very colltroversial and highly charged topic. 

Supporters claim chat "a vast parapsychological 
ljterature esists on a host of rigorous esperirnen~s,"~ 
while skeptics retort that. "not a s d e  individual has 
been found R ~ C I  can demonstrate ESP (extrasensow 
perceptioll) to the satisfacdon of independent ulves- 
tigators.'' Proponents poult to controlled studies 
showi~g  that. humans are capable of hoth ESP and 
of PK (psycl~ohnetic or n ~ l d  on matter) effects on 
objects ranging from electronic circuity to nuce.I0 0 1  
panicul.u relevance to shamanic healing are reports 
of PK effecrs on the gi-o\t-th of plants m d  fungi, 
eluynie activity, the healing of mice: and the level of 



blood hemoglobin UI hum,ms.I1 Hard-core cridcs dis- 
miss such tindings as miniscule: unreplicable, or due 
to experinienter u ~ c o m ~ e t e n c e  or h u d .  Consensus 
is not a conmoll thug  in parapsychology 

Despite this,  my investigation of shan~anism. 
if it is to be intellectually honest. needs to examine 
whether psi (psychic ability) plays a role. For as Wi1- 
liam J m e s  warned "There is no source of decept.io11 
in the investigation of nature whch can compare with 
a fixed belief that c e n a h  kinds of phenomena are 
impossible."" 

A thorough examination of the possibility of psi 
in shanlanism needs to cover four major areas: 

Claims for psi in other religious and heL- 
traditions. 
Evidence (pro and conj in shmmanism. This 
rrider~ce includes ~ l e c d o t a l  reports, esperi- 
m e n d  studies, and theoretical consider- 
ations. 
Experinlental studies of psi. evaluatug 
primarily its existence. a i d  secondarily its 
possible nature. 
Meta-analyses of esperinients. 

Psi Claims in OtherTraditions 
Most religions accept the reality of paranornial 

abilities such as, for example, the charisms of Catholi- 
cisn~. the siddhis of yoga, or tlie "adorm~~ents of the 
man of light" UI ~ulism.'"on~e r e u o n s  offer explicit 
techniques 'aimed at cultivatug psi, but many tecli- 
niques require enornlous powers of c o n c e n t r a t i ~ n . ~ ~ . ' ~  

Psycluc abilities are often viewed as mixed 
blessings. \ \ M e  they can supposedly be used for 
good! they can also seduce practit.ioners m a y  from 
more importmt spiritual goals. ".U power corrupts." 
says the old saying, and psycllic power is no excep- 
tion. Co~~sequently, yoga recomnme~lds ?nokst?a. 
(liberation) before siddl~i (psychic abilities), some 
Catholic saints were supposedly chastised for display- 
UI$ their gifts,I3 and classical Buddhism "abhors the 
e.xhibition of occult  force^."!^ 

In the \Vest: some Q N y  respected physicians 
ruld psychiatrists, i~lcludmg such notables as Sigmund 
Freud. Carl Jung. and Jerome Frank, have s u g e s t e ~ l  
tl~ac psi c ~ m  play a role in therapy. Frank \mote: 

My own hunch, which I mention with some 
trepidation is that the most gifted therapists 
may have telepathic, clairvoyant, or other para- 
psychological abilities . . . .  :hey may, in addition, 
possess something that is similar lo the ability 
to speed growth . . .  and that can only be  termed 
healing power. Any researcher who attemprs to 
study such phenomena risks his reputation a s  
a reliable scientist, so that pursuit can be rec- 
ommended only to the intrepid. The rewards. 
however, might be great." 

111 short. relgious tradioions and some no~ib le  
medical authorities have accepted psychic abilities. 
But proof by authority is one of the weakest of nll 
proofs, so let us turn to ekidence. In assessing the 
possit~le esistence 2nd role of psi in shamanism. we 
need to consider four kinds of evidence: anecdotal 
reports. theoretical considerations. experimental 
studies, and men-analyses of esperimenLal studies. 

PSI and Shamans: What is the Ev.idence? 

Anecdotal Reports 
Anecdotes of supposed psychic displays are 

conmmon. For example, a Frencl~ nussionary clainied 
that he witnessed clajrvoyance in a New Caledonia~ 
shamrui. In the course of a great joyous fe.2st he 
suddenly plunged himsell into despair! announcing 
that he saw one of his illustrious relatives UI . k a n a  
(a town several miles away) agonizing. A canoe was 
speedily sent to Arm, a three hour trip from there. 
The chief had just died.ls 

.An exan~ple closer to 11ome was said to involve 
possible psychokinesis. The psychiatrist Stanjslav 
Grof reports that a well h o \ m  Huichol Indian sha- 
man. Don Jose. was brought to the Esalen Institute 
UI Northern California during a long, severe drought 
when water supplies were strictly rationed. Don 
Jose therefore volunteered to perform a rnin m a h g  
ceremony. .k dawn broke the next day. the bemused 
participants found thelnselves dancing ui the rain." 

But anecdotal reports, no matter horv dran~adc: 
are at best s a e s t i v e ,  never conclusive, cnn be 
interpreted um different ways. For exanlple, the an- 
thropologist Bogoras observed a Chuckchee who: 
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Made one of his 'spirits" shout, talk, and 
whisper directly into my ear, and the illusion was 
s o  perfect that involuntarily I put my hand to my 
ear to catch the "spirit.' After that he made the 
"spirit" enter the ground under me and talk right 
in between my legs, etc. All the time he is con- 
versing with the "separate voices" the shaman 
beats his drum without interruption in order to 
prove that his force and attention are otherwise 
occupied. 

I tried to make a phonographic record of 
the "separate voices" ol the "spirits" . . .  when the 
light was put out, the "spirits" after some "bash- 
ful* hesitation. entered in compliance with com- 
mands of the shaman, and even began to talk 
into the funnel of the graphophone. The records 
show a very marked difference between the 
voice of the shaman himself, which sounds from 
afar, and the voices of the "spirits," who seemed 
lo be talking directly into the funneLm 

Bogoras 1x1s impressed, but remained convinced 
that these were ventriloquist tricks. There can be no 
doubt, of course, that shamans, during their perfor- 
mances. employ deceit in \:arious forrns and that they 
themselves are fully cognizant of the fact. "There 
are many liars in our calling," Scratctung Woman (A 
~huckchee'sharna~) said to me. One \%dllift up the 
skin of the sleeping room with his right toe and then 
assure you that it rvas done by spirits; another will 
t a k  into the bosom of his shirt through his sleeve. 
m a w  the voice issue from a quite u ~ ~ u s u d  place."' 

However, other people are just as certain that 
Bogoras wit.nessed psychic phenome~la. k o m  their 
perspective, the problen~ is that. Bogoras "\%*as never 
able to break through his scientific training and bias 
to adnut rhat he had \~itnessed the miraculous 
he explauled that everything he uitnessed was 110 

doubt due to tricker?., though he never onered an!: 
hint as to how the feats could have been fraudulently 
performed."?' However. psi enthusiasts ofren seem 
unaware of how difficult it is to rule ouc more conven- 
tional explanations. 

.Another clash of inrerpretations centers on the 
practice of h e  \+dki~y. Long practiced by nadve 
peoples, including some shanans, lire walhng has re- 
cently beconie popular in the West? where the debate 

over competing esplaiations has become heated, so 
to speak. Ent.husiasts such as Eliade suggest that the 
abilir.~, at least anlong shamans, is due to special skills 
and tnining. 

Skeptics explain the abilit.y to  ndk 011 hot coals 
UI purely physical ternls. For esan~ple, coal can be 
very hot, yec the fact that it has both low conductivity 
a ~ d  capacitance (heat storage cap3cit.y) means rhat 
relatively Little heat is conducted to the foot. Skep- 
tics also en~phasize the brief t in~e  that ahy specific 
area of the foot is actually in contact with the coal. 
Then, too, there is the so called "Leidenfrost effect": 
the evaporation of sweat on the soles of the feet 
which may provide a nucrolayer of insulating water 
and steam. In the middle are people Wte Charles 
Tart, who argues that physical mechausms nlay be 
supplemented by protective effects of .ASCs (altered 
states of co~~sciousness) that reduce inbnuuation 
and blistering.= 

These c o d c t i n g  interpretations epitomize a 
central problem of the debate over parapsychologv. 
Most people decide the issue on the basis of their 
prior beliefs rather than on a considered evaluarion 
of research. Actually, this problem is not unique to 
parapsychologv: it riddles and ruins debate in many 
controversial scientific areas." Consequently, for 
true believers. shamans are "psi masters. . . veritable 
early wrning systenE for their peoples'" while for 
skeptics, psi is clearly impossible and shan~a l s  must 
therefore be charlatans. Opuuons runvery strong 
in this area, and the opinions are usually based on 
strong con\ictions and little evidence. 

Let us, therefore, turn opinions to dam and 
ask rr7llat? if any. evidetlce beyond anecdoul reports 
we have of psychic abilities in shamans. Two types 
of ebldence need to be e x a n ~ e d :  theoretical and 
experin~ental. 



Theoretical Considerations 
Theoretical support comes from a novel rein- 

terpretation. Michael \Vukelman poults out that 
the conditions en~ployed UI tribal niag~c rituds- 
conditions such ns .GCs. \.~suaIizatio~~s: a i d  positive 
expectatior~s-paraU?l those supposed to f a c i l i ~ ~ t e  
psi." Cunceivably, trial and error could have led trib- 
al peoples to adopt ritual f o r n ~  that favor psi. This 
argument is obbiously far frdm co~~clusive. Ho\r7ever, 
ib-mliehan deserves credit for haking the courage to 
suggest it si~lce, of course, he was loudly lxubasted 
hy critics. Understandably, i i s  rnore recent trlitings 
make virtually no illention ~f the topic. 

Experimental Studies 
If psi does occur in s h h a n i c  practices, it could 

he of two kinds: a psycholiinetic (PK) efrect such 
as accelerated healing, or an ext,rasensoly ability ro 
acquire inlormation. 

There have been hvo reports of slgruficant PK 
effects in healers that the researchers called "sha- 
mans,v?6. 5 Hor~ev?r, the healers did not fit precise 

definitions of shamans, nor did the studies test Pk: 
eUects on actual healing. Consequently, the ques- 
tion of whether sh,mans ever successfully use PK to 
enhance h e m  c m o t  be answered experimentally 
at this time. 

The other parapsycl~ological abiliry that might 
be involved in s h m m i c  healing is estrsensory per- 
ception (ESP or clain~oyance). Certainly, shamans 
claim to perceive thmgs unseen by ordinary people. 
lndeed, the development of "spirit vision" is central 
to shanmic  training, and essential for diagnostic and 
healing work. 

Despite the importance of spirit. vision to tribal 
healers, there have been few experiments on it. nvo 
studies of SQ-called .Afro-Brazilian "shamans""." 
seen) to have actually observed mediums who became 
possessed by spirits, but who did not usually engage 
in soul flight. They were Aked to idenrifir u n l i n o ~ n  
objects located at a distance, hut shorvrd no evidence 
of ESP, and in one study scored significxitly worse 
than controls.?'" 

These negative lind~$s are not. surprising since 
the tests were anzcia15 and subjects perforrued in an 

ordinary stare of cc~nsc io~~sne~s .  Yet: mediums nnd 
sh,m~ans usuaUy claim that their psi abilities are en- 
hanced UI .GCs, and so it remains possible that true 
shamans somet.inles display psi abilities in ASCs. 

Since s11,mians claim that psychic ability is 
greater ui alt.ered stares, it is nor surprising that psy- 
chridelics are sometin~es used .as diagnostic. aids. In 
Latin .America, yoye (ayahuxsca) is regarded ns par- 
ticularly potent, and shamans use it regularly to assist 
\kith diagnosis and journeys.- Several anthropolo- 
gists have reported possible ayahunsca-induced psi, 
and the plant from which vuge is produced is called 
"the visionary vine."m." Horvever. despite such ta l -  
talizing stories. no experiments have been done on 
shamans' psychic abilities after taking psychedelics. 
To l e m  more we must turn to research in the \Vest. 
The psychiatrist Stan Crof, who has done extensive 
research on psychedelics, states that: 

In my own clinical experience, various phe- 
nomena suggesting extrasensory perception are 
relatively frequent in LSD psychotkrapy, particu- 
larly in advanced sessions .... Every LSD therapist 
with sufficient clinical experience has collected 
enough challenging observations to take this 
problem seriously." 

Verifying such clinical observations requires 
controlled laboratory studies. However, the results 
are largely negative. \'.We occnsionnl subjects scored 
well, ovenll there was no significant e f fec~ .~"  

(If course, these could be false negatives. Unlike 
shamans, the experimentid subjects were not trained 
in either ASCs or psi. The negative findmgs could 
d s o  reflect the winreresting nature of the esperi- 
ment and the enormous difficulties that subjects have 
concenrraling. Psychedelics produce a cavalcade of 
drmmatic images and overpowering emotions, so it is 
hardly surprising that subjects report gredc difficulty 
and little interest in focusing on experiments bvhich, 
by lcon~parison, nlay seem utterly trivial and boring. 

There is also a danger of false positives. Psy- 
chedelic esperiellces can be truly mind bogglmg and 
belief shattering. .Anyone who doubts this statement 
is invited to read Stan Grofs books, Realms oj.the 
Hz~mnaiz Li?zcot?sciousn or l!'h?tz the lnzpossible 
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I 
I Ho])pr;i~s." In fact: psychedelic esperiences can be 

so poiverful. their inslghts so compelling: and their 

1 apparent c e m t y  so convincu~g? that many novices 
come atmy convinced of the ear!tl~-shattering in~por- 

I 
tarlce o i  their insights, and of tlie unquestionable 
validity of  their psychic abilities: Thus is one reason 
why so many spiritual teachers,.both indigenous and 
Western, are so cautious. They conmlonlp recom- 
nlend that psychedelics be used, ifat  aU, only in the 
context of UI on-going spiritual discipline, and that 
an!; insights sl~ould be adjudjcated by teachers and 
further spiritual p r a c t i ~ e . ~ , " . ~ . ~ ~  

Not su rp r i swy ,  \Vesterners e x ~ l o r u ~ g  psyche- 
delic shanlanism while ignoring tllese caveats have 
come up with some \\Ad theories. After some hefty 
doses of ayahuasca, the physicist. Fred Alan Wolf at- 
tenlpteti to marry shwnanism and quantum physics. 
and claimed to have found, in the words of his book's 
subtitle, "The scientific truth a t  the heart of the sha- 
manic ~vorld."'~ Likewise, .Jeremy N.uby speculated 
that the visions ofintert\ru~ed serpents found across 
cultures, and sonietinles fueled by ayahurrsca, reflect 
insghts into the helical structure of and that 
the DN.4 is trying to conununicate with us. Mapbe, 
but then again.. . Psychedelic insights can he valid 
and valuabie, but they can also be cornpellug and 
wi-0%. Proceed with caution! Several reviews are 
av~ab\e,31.%.3G.3: 4245  

Let's s~uiunarize the evidence for cl,ain~s that 
psychedelics can enhance psi. w here are many 
anecdotal reports of psychedelic erthaicenient of psi 
abilities in s h a n ~ ~ l s  and chucal subjects. However. 
this is not sornethmg that. occurs. regularly or reliably 
in laboratory situations. Whether it occurs in! and 
whether it can be harnessed by, shamans remaills 
experinle~ltally untested. 

Parapsychology Meets the Laboratory 
.becdotes can be intriguing and field studies 

frtscinarillg. L~ut the fate of beliefs about parapsychol- 
og\ niU be settled in the laborator?.. Only impeccably 
designed: exquisitely controlled, .and reliably repeat- 
ed e x p e ~ l e n t s  will be enough to c o ~ l t u ~ c e  believers 
or skeptics one may or the other, if a n t h y  can. 
\+%at does laboratory research t.eU us? 

I 
I - 
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For o\;er a century, parapsycholoa limped along 
collecting case repons ant1 doug  uldi\idual stud- 
ies of such thmgs as card guessing and infIuencing 
the throw ol dice. Some studies reported s~gnificant 
fu~dmgs: but virtually no skeptics mere convinced. 
They routinely complained that the studies were 
unreliable, poorly designed, statistically Raived? due 
to e .xpe~lenta l  fraud! or outrigl~t impossible. Then 
came a revolutionary statistical technique. 

Meta-Analysis 
Irleta-analysis combir~es and ar~alyzes rnany 

studies sirnult3neousl: and can therefore discern 
trends that individual experiments easily overlook. 
Not surprisingly, meu-analysis is revolutionuig 
research in many fields, and one of then1 is parapsy- 
chologv \\%at does it reveal? 

Experimental Findings 
Psychic abilities, i f  such there be. are usually 

di\lded into two major categories: "receptive" te- 
lepathy or clainoyance. and "active" psychc~kinesis 
(PK). Actunll?: it turns out. to be exuenlely difficult? 
if not impossible. to distinguish between telep~thy (in 
wluch udorrnation is supposedly acquired from an- 
other ndld), from clajrvoyance (in which inforn~?tion 
acquisition is not dependent on another n%d). 

Studies of claiwnyance have typically used three 
nlethods: card tests, remote viewing, and Cianzfeld 
studies. In card tests: subjects are asked to  "guess" 
which of a set of cards has been selected (these days 
usually automatically hy a computer). Meta-aldysis 
of all studies revealed odds against chance of more 
t h a ~  a billion trillion to one." Since experimental 
odds of one hundrell to one are often considered suf- 
ficient to establish a phe~~ornenon, these results are 
obviously 3stronomicaUy high. 

.4nalyses of remote ile~r-ing haire also beell 
highly positive. In 1995. the CL4 commissioned a 
review of aU remote viewing research that. had been 
spot~sored by the United States governnlent. Even 
the skeptic on the review team ackno\vledged that 
the resulrs could not be disnussed as mere chance." 

The Ca~lzfeld is :m esperimellt in ivhc l~  receiv- 
ers fvst relax in n stare of sensop  isolation. They are 
then asked to describe, and subsequently select from 



XI array of choices, a video being played UI  another 
room. Several n~era-analyses have been conducted. 
The general consensus seen- to be that the phe- 
nomena is not always replicable, but that the results 
remain positive even ns the quality of studies has 
improved over tlue years.'!.4" 

The results of PIi are also posirive. Subjects 
appear able to e s e n  smnll uduences on both falling 
idice and atomic random number generators (RNCs), 
and to speed h e w .  hleta analyses of R K G s  ana- 
lyzed 597 e.xperimental studies done up to 1987 and 
produced astrononucal odds a g < ~ s t  chance of over a 
trillion to one,'! although a recent replication attempt 
!as u n s u c c e s s f ~ ~ l . ~ ' ~ ~ ~  

In sunmlay, meta-analysis reveals highly sig- 
nificant effects for diverse experin~ents of borh ESP 
m d  PI<. However, the effects are usually small, not 
al\rpays reproducible in m y  slngle experinlent. nnd 
they rennin the subject of intense debate."" 

Prayer 
"Prayer is good rnedcine" proclain~s the title of 

a book by the noted physician Larry Dossey.% A ma- 
jority of the population agrees and periodically prays 
for health benefits. Being prayed for could obviously 
make a person feel cared for and elicit a placebo ef- 
fect. But, could it have other benefits on disease and 
mortality? 

To the surprise of hard headed skeptics. a few 
experiments suggested it c ~ u l d . ~ '  Needless to say, 
they excited considerable controversy and much 
media actention. However, better designed follow-up 
studies have been less favorable,= and health benefits 
h-om intercessory prayer renlnin unproven." 

Factors Effecting Psi 
Most psi researchers feel that the battle has 

been won, that psi has been demonstrated, 'and it is 
time to move on to moreinteresting questions. The 
University of California shtisticim, Jessica Utrs. con- 
cluded from a review of fom~erlp secret CW research: 

The statistical results of the studies exam- 
ined are far beyond what is expected by chance. 
Arguments that these results could be due to 
methodological flaws in the experiments are 
soundly refuted .... I t  is recommended that future 

experiments focus on understanding how this 
phenomenon works. and on how to make it as  
useful a s  possible. There is little benelit to con- 
tinuing experimenrs designed lo offer proof ..." 

So what have researchers leanled abouc how psi 
works? Three kinds of factors seem to affect it: indi- 
bidual differences bet.\rreen people, subjective psycho- 
logicnl factors: m d  physical enrlronmental factors. 

hidiuidunl Diflerclfces: .A consistent finding is 
the famous "sheep-goat effect." Sheep (those whose 
belief in psi) tend to score positively. However, goats 
(those who disbelieve in it) tend to score at chance 
or, most intriguingly, belo\rp chance. Those below 
chance scores suggest that the goats are actually 
piclilng up psi cues, but then giving opposite answer; 
so as to unconsciously support Lheir belief that psi 
does not exist. A small minority of f l e d  people 
consistently score !veU on psi tests such as remote 
viewing. while niost people do not. Moreover, gifted 
subjects seem to be born, nut made, and  either 
practice nor training consistently irnprbves remote 
\ie\ring ability. 

Psychological Fnclow: In fact. practice can be 
detrimental. klany parapsychology experiments are 
long, repetitive, m d  boring. Not surprisingly, sub- 
jects commonly show a "fatigue effect" in which theit 
scores drop off the longer the e x p e ~ n e n t  drones on. 
However. two t m  can help. Receiving immediate 
feedback-being told how well you are doing-can 
help maintain interest. .Altered srates of conscious- 
ness-such as rela~ation, hypnosis and medimtion- 
also increase psi scores. and this is obviously relevant 
ro shamans who commonly enter .4SCs before mAmg 
diagnoses. 

Physical Factors: Physical factors can also 
exert 'an influence. For example, when the earth's 
magnetic field is particularly active, traffic and indus- 
trial accide~lts rise, while psi scores pllu~unet." Two 
final physical factors are utterly mysterious. The 
first is sidereal tinle: a measure of the earth's rotation 
reladve to the stars. For reasons quite unknown, psi 
scores vary dramatically according to sidereal time.M 
Second, contmry to all other types of signals, psi 
scores do not seem to depend on disrance from the 
target. People a thousand miles away nix  Y score as 
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well as people in the next room. This hdmg is p.u- 
tirularly alarmin$ to conventional scienhists since it 
runs counter to our 'lo\vledge of signal propagation 
a l t l  other forms of infc~rniarion transfer. In short, psi 
scores seem ro vary in systematic ways ilepentluLg 011 

the indikidual, their stace of mind, and aspects of the 
physical enviromlent, but not \rith distance. 

Comprehensive, ullorn~ed retlews of psi can be 
found in Dean Radin's" book The Co~lsciozcs ti71.i- 

verse cmd the special issue "Psi l'ars: Parapsychol- 
o@" of the Jo7~?~ml .  of C o i ~ c i o ~ i s ~ ~ ~ s ~  .S~~d: ies . '~  
Exan~ples of bad reviews, of which there are m g ;  

that display an astounding ignorance of the research, 
include Charpak & Broch Dzb!i?!kcd! ESP Tt.lzh:i.ilc- 
sG, Other Pseudo-scic~zce,~~ as w U  as the review of 
this book by Freeman Dysonm which appeared in the 
New l'ork Rmiel~r OJ Books. 

Despite many \,alianl attempts, Lhere are no ac- 
cepted theories to explain psi.5' If such a theory does 
arise! it may call some laws of ~ h i s i c s  and principles 
ol psycl~ologv-as well as our understandings of 
reality-into question which, of course, is one reason 
why psi is so vel~emently opposed by many rnahl- 
stream acadenucs 

The contrast with Astrology 
I Thefaull, deaa Bnll71s is ?lot i?!. o u r  slars, but. 

i ? ~  o u r  selues. 
Shakespeare: Ju1:i.u.s Cnesar 

Hardcore critics who k n o ~ '  little about esperi- 
mentation or statistics might attempt to hsnuss the 
research suppart for parapsychology by saying that 
Syou look hard enough for anything, you \rill illfind it. 
Bur. that is simply noc so. ac least for good research. 
For contrast! consider astrolos. I f  simply doing large 
numbers of experiments was suficienr to produce 
positive hndings, then \rre irrould cenainly expect 
t l ~ e n ~  for asrrologv. Irs cl.ain~s have beer1 pul to over 
500 experimental tests, including studies usuy e:ipert 
a.trologers! some rur~ by astrologen themselves, and 
some rlul by astrologers and scientists in cullahora- 
t io~~ ."  'yet. by contrast \ritll para psycho lo^. the find- 
ir@s are unilonnl?: in fact devasL?tingly, negative.u:hq 

Conclusions about Shamans and PSI 
Having surveyed ethnographic, clinical, a i d  

laboratory research, what can we co~lclude about the 
possibility chat shrun.ms employ parapsychological 
processes UI  their diagnostic a t d  healing work? Cer- 
taully, there are some remarkable cmecdotal reports 
of psi in s h a n ~ ~ l s  and other native healers. In addi- 
tion, the conditions used UI Lribd rituals often cor- 
respond to those reported to facilitate psi, and some 
laboraton. studies and rneta-analyses seem support- 
ive of psi. However, as yet we have no good experi- 
mental studies of sh'm~ans. Therefore, for those 
whose n ~ d s  rernain open, the issue also remains 
open.M 
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